Abstract -Range scanning of building interiors generates very large, partially spurious and unstructured point cloud data. Accurate information extraction from such data sets is a complex task due to the presence of multiple objects, diversity of their shapes, large disparity in the feature sizes, and the spatial uncertainty due to occluded regions. A fast segmentation of such data is necessary for quick understanding of the scanned scene. Unfortunately, traditional range segmentation methodologies are computationally expensive because they rely almost exclusively on shape parameters (normal, curvature) and are highly sensitive to small geometric distortions in the captured data. This paper introduces a quick and effective segmentation technique for large volumes of colorized range scans from unknown building interiors and labelling clusters of points that represent distinct surfaces and objects in the scene. Rather than computing geometric parameters, the proposed technique uses a robust Hue, Saturation and Value (HSV) color model as an effective means of identifying rough clusters (objects) that are further refined by eliminating spurious and outlier points through region growth and a fixed distance neighbors (FDNs) analysis. The results demonstrate that the proposed method is effective in identifying continuous clusters and can extract meaningful object clusters, even from geometrically similar regions.
INTRODUCTION
Various disciplines use range scanning as an efficient, accurate and fast means of acquiring 3D shape information from complex scenes. These range scanning systems have been significantly improved over the last decade and are capable of capturing geometries of very large objects, complex surfaces, industrial facilities, occupied building interiors and historical sites. This process captures spatial 3D points on the visible surface(s) of the scanned scene that are used in numerous applications such as reverse engineering, computer graphics, computer vision, as-design-as-built checking and virtual reality environment reconstruction. Each application uses the captured data in its own unique way according to its explicit set of requirements. Thus, post-processing strategies of one application may not be applicable to another. However, the generalized data processing steps for all these applications include: (a) identifying the application's specific needs, (b) defining the desired information, and (c) accurately devising methodologies for specific information extraction from a large, noisy and partially erroneous scanned data set.
Range scanning of building interiors often generates huge, noisy and partially spurious point data sets of varying density that often corresponds to multiple objects in the scanned scene. At this scanning stage, the shape capturing process should aim at minimizing the density variations, so that point-based visualization can effectively be used for quick quality evaluation of the captured data [1] . In this application, the process of extracting accurate geometric information is more important than generating complete surface models required in typical mechanical engineering tasks. Building layouts, feature clusters, and object identification are some of the typical geometric characteristics that the post processing algorithms are expected to extract.
Most of the traditional data segmentation techniques use geometric parameters (surface normal or curvature) to distinguish between dissimilar surfaces [2] [3] [4] and thus, often generate over-segmented data in a multi-object scenario. Moreover, it is computationally very expensive to compute derived geometric parameters from a large, cohesive scanned data set such as building interiors. On the other hand, segmentation strategies for large scanned data (terrestrial and aerial scanning) works on piecewise planar surface approximation using local analytical geometries [5] [6] [7] . This approach is suitable for geometrically consistent features such as exterior building facets, walls, roofs, and grounds. These shape approximation approaches often fail to extract accurate clusters from unstructured point data of interior objects with dissimilar features and varying levels of surface complexity.
Many real time applications such as virtual reality modeling, as-design as-built evaluations, computer vision, and web-based monitoring requires rapid segmentation strategies that can quickly extract meaningful data clusters for better understanding of the scanned scene. The main objectives here are (a) accelerating the clustering process and (b) extracting clusters representing objects and not the individual surfaces. The clustering process can be sped up by avoiding the computation of additional geometric attributes, such as normals, by saving its corresponding computational cost (O(n 2 ) using triangulation and O(p•n) through surface fitting), where p-defines the number of points used to plane approximation. Instead of computing approximated surface properties of the scanned data, the feature parameters, such as color and spatial proximity, can be used to extract accurate object clusters and subsequently, perform reliable object identification.
978-1-4244-7682-4/10/$26.00 ©2010 IEEE In this regard, the following paper introduces a rapid colorbased clustering methodology for segmenting building interiors that works directly on colored points and extracts object clusters that can be used for quick virtual reality modeling. An effective Hue, Saturation and Value (HSV) color model is used to address the common limitations of the standard Red, Green and Blue (RGB) color model. The hue parameter along with the data saturation criterion and the spatial conformity, in terms of fixed distance neighbors (FDNs), are used to effectively segment the scanned data. A typical building interior is scanned and clustered to illustrate the performance of the proposed algorithm.
The organization of the paper is as follows. Section II summarizes the published research on point data clustering and segmentation. The unique aspects of scanning complex building interiors are discussed briefly in Section III, and their domain specific needs are identified. Section IV introduces the proposed algorithm, defines the related terminology and elaborates on the main steps. Section V compiles the results of this rapid color-based clustering methodology. Finally, Section VI concludes with a summary of the findings of the algorithm and proposes future research directions.
II. PREVIOUS WORK
Point data clustering approaches can be broadly categorized into two groups: edge-based and regions-based approaches as compiled briefly in the following sub-sections.
A. Edge-Based Segmentation
Edge-based segmentation were primarily used for data compressions by identifying sharp variations in the surface geometry using approximated geometrical derivatives (surface normal, dihedral angles or principal curvatures etc.). A sharp variation signifies the region boundaries and the enclosed data represents the cluster. However such approaches often result in disjointed, isolated edge segments for noisy data [2] . Therefore, it is difficult to extract accurate clusters due to the absence of closed boundaries. Many algorithms [3, 4] attempted to devise robust methodologies to close the extracted open boundaries from the scanned data set to improve the overall clustering performance and demonstrated their effectiveness on single object's scan data. Their suitability on large objects with discontinuous topology is limited and even though these edgebased approaches don't require complex seed point selection, their clustering limitations make it unsuitable for large data structures.
B. Region-Based Segmentation
This type of segmentation approaches attempt to extract data clusters directly from point data using bottom-up or topdown approaches. The bottom-up approach expands the cluster starting from an initial seed point by measuring the similarity criteria [8, 9] of unallocated neighboring points. Chang and Park [8] combined the Bayesian theory and Markov random field (MRF) approach to access the prior regional shape, which extracts parametric surfaces by representing the scanned objects by a series of local planar surfaces. Wang et al. [9] developed a reliable region-growing and merging algorithm based on the uncertainty of the segmented data and demonstrated on simple geometries.
The top-down approach, on the other hand, subdivides the point data based on its deviations from the fitted surface. Such segmentation methods identify simple surface features (planes, cylinders and spheres) in the scanned range data and cluster them into groups. Depth field of 2.5D terrestrial scan data set is used to extract simplified planar surfaces for building exteriors [5] [6] [7] . Some non-planar features such as trees [10] and industrial objects [11] have also been extracted using these region approximation strategies. However, most of these topdown methods have been demonstrated on exterior scanned scenes, where the shapes are known and thus can be easily approximated. Building interiors on the other hand, exhibits varying feature sizes with diverse shapes and thus cannot be approximated with priori-shape functions.
Thus, data clusters are normally extracted using region growth approach by mapping the scanned data with analytical shapes through their fitting characteristics [5] [6] [7] 12] or geometrical similarity [8, 13, 14] of surface properties. However, these approaches require the computation of additional geometric parameters, which is computationally expensive for complex scanned scenes. Thus, these are not suitable for speed intensive applications such as virtual reality. Moreover, the scanned data of building interiors captures the cohesive data of multiple objects and thus, the segmentation must focus on extracting clusters that represent individual objects and not the over-segmented surfaces.
In order to develop a rapid clustering methodology, computation of additional geometric parameters can be avoided. Instead point-based parameters such as color can be used as a discriminating attribute for achieving the desired segmentation. Many image segmentation algorithms [15] [16] [17] have demonstrated the advantages of using color in scene segmentation, yet very few methods [18, 19] have used color in 3D space for extracting point clusters from complex scanned environment. Thus, this paper presents a rapid point-based clustering methodology that attempts to extract unified clusters corresponding to interior objects in the scanned scene from colorized point cloud data. This approach combines a colorbased strategy with spatial proximity using FDNs and a region growth approach that improves the robustness of the algorithm by maintaining the neighborhood coherence of spatial data points.
C. Contributions of the Paper
This paper identifies the domain specific needs of a typical scanning application involving building interiors. Then, it presents a color-based clustering methodology for extracting individual data segments from cohesive scanned set of multiple objects. The segmented data set can be effectively used for subsequent shape analysis, such as surface modeling or pattern recognition. This approach is inspired by, but is not similar to the work by Zhan et al. [19] . It uses a robust HSV color model and works directly on points. Further, no assumption regarding the surface properties is imposed on the scanned data. The extracted clusters are refined by investigating spatial proximity using fixed distance neighbors (FDNs) and region growth approaches of the point data set. This process removes the outliers and thus improves the accuracy of the extracted data clusters.
III. 3D SCANNING OF BUILDING INTERIORS
A typical range scanning process for building interiors generates a large, cumulative data set representing multiple objects. Such range scanning and subsequent post-processing strategies for speed-intensive applications have the following application specific needs:
A. Scan Planning and Data Density
The point data set captured in building interior applications is normally huge and it requires fast visualization and postprocessing tools for reliable information extraction. Direct point-based visualization and editing approaches [1, 20] are quite fast and effective as they do not require expensive intermediate surface re-modeling. These approaches use points and their corresponding approximated normals for creating accurate virtual reality environments. A consistent data density is an absolute necessity for robust implementation of these point based methodologies. However, the captured data density varies based on its distance from the scanner. Thus, accurate, feature-based scan planning must be devised to generate a sufficiently dense point cloud data set during the shape capturing process for effective visualization and reliable information extraction in subsequent post-processing stages.
B. Data Handling and Simplification
The large size of the captured data demands efficient simplification or segmentation strategies that work in conjunction with other information extraction processes. In case of building interiors, the post processing strategies must take into account the geometric complexity and shape diversity of the of the scanned features. All these post-processing strategies must minimize the computation of additional parameters in order to reduce the overall implementation cost. Ideally, these strategies should work directly on points. Further the data must be segmented into the clusters with least data compression so that shape features can be preserved for subsequent surface modeling, if required.
C. Point Data Processing
The main objectives of point data processing for building interiors include (a) extracting desired geometric feature information and (b) segmenting the object's data for better scene understanding and subsequent processing. A complete surface model extraction is neither helpful, nor required in this case [11] as the points represent cohesive data of multiple objects. Instead, certain specific geometric information such as building layouts, section areas, interior volumes, region clusters, and interior object identification are of major importance. Authors have already developed a direct pointbased layout extraction methodologies [21] for point data sets of occupied building interiors. This present paper proposes another post-processing methodology that works directly on points and extracts unified clusters from colorized point data sets without computing additional geometrical parameters.
IV. COLOR BASED DATA CLUSTERING ALGORITHM
The proposed methodology identifies object clusters from the scanned data set by using a color-based segmentation and subsequent cluster refinement approach. Initially, the colored data set is generated by mapping the 3D scanned data to its corresponding colored images as explained below:
A. Colored Image Mapping
A FARO ® laser scanner (LS880) captures the spatial geometry of building interiors. A scanner-mounted Nikon D70 digital camera captures the color information in the form of multiple, wide angle images of the scanned scene such that the pictures and the range images are perfectly aligned. A movable mechanism (Figure 1 ) helps in synchronizing the coordinate systems of these two shape capturing systems. Figure 2 shows (a) a schematic room scanning set-up and (b) a set of colored images taken by a scanner-mounted camera. The captured data points are mapped to its panoramic colored image at the optical plane. The RGB color values from the pixels are assigned to their mapped scanned points (XYZ). Thus, the resultant data characterize the spatial position and its color. Primarily, the scanned data density defines the geometric accuracy and governs the level of detail of the overall shape capturing process. The color parameter only enhances the information associated with these captured point. Thus, generating an initial, dense point cloud data set is an absolute necessity for accurate post-processing.
B. Point Cloud Clustering
The proposed clustering methodology has three main steps (a) color model conversion (b) rough cluster extraction using color attributes and (c) cluster refinement using FDNs and region growth as shown in Figure 3 . 
1) Colour Model Conversion (RGB to HSV):
The RGB color model (Figure 4(a) ) is extensively used in display devices but it does not support a robust color segmentation strategy due to (a) high correlation among its three color subspaces and (b) its dependency on intensity parameters [18] . Zhan, [19] has used RGB based segmentation strategy, which generates over-segmented data sets and subsequent region growth and merging strategies were reguired to refine the segmentation results. Further, a unified RGB colored model (Figure4(a) ) does not facilitate an intuitive seed selection methodology. Thus, this RGB color model is converted into a more efficient HSV color model (Figure 4(b) ). The basic color in the HSV model is characterized by its Hue (H) parameter (Figure 4(b) ), whereas, the Saturation (S) and Value (V) represent variations of the same Hue. Thus, the points can be clustered based in their Hue similarity, which reduces the segmentation complexity due to fewer discriminating parameters. This HSV-based segmentation strategy handles the usual limitations of RGB color model effectively and facilitates a robust segmentation approach. Algorithm 1 describes the steps used to achieve the desired color model conversion for each point.
2) Rough Data Clustering:
This initial stage extracts data clusters that corresponds to a specific hue range with limited deviation span. The points are grouped together into a cluster if their Hue deviation (ΔH) is within a permissible limit. A point data saturation parameter (S r ), control the data extraction process based on an allowable hue deviation value as compiled in Algorithm 2. The saturation parameter (S r ) is defined as a ratio of the increase in number of extracted points to the cummulative extracted points in the previous stage. Continue; else Break; end if end for end for return Updated Cluster C H Hence, this approach first extracts rough, under-segmented clusters for specific Hue sub-space, which not only gives an initial guess of the interior object shapes but also provides an intuitive means of selecting seed points for subsequent extraction of refined and accurate clusters.
3) Refined Clustering:
The rough clusters for a particular Hue represent two type of data sets (a) Outliers or spurious data and (b) Rough object clusters. In this refinement stage, spurious data and outliers are removed and object's clusters are refined. This refinement is achieved using a robust region growth aproach with fixed distance neighbours investigation (algorithm 3). A FDN threshold defines the minimum number of points required within a pre-computed fixed average distance (FD Avg. ) based on average data density. The data cluster is extracted by searching neighboring points within a fixed distance (m•FD Avg. ) that ensures that the expansion process have sufficient marching seeds to extract large clusters. FDN threshold is also used to compare the data density and detecting outliers. The points with the least neighbouring point count are defined as outliers and are removed. Then, the region growth approach extracts high density data clusters through region growth based on their spatial proximity and hue parameter similarity. 
A. Experimental Results
The proposed rapid clustering approach is implemented on a colorized data set of (a) a curvature continuous data of round ball with opposite quadrants characterized by the same color and (b) an office interior environment involving multiple objects and few colored sheets on the walls. Figure 5 shows the results of extracted clusters from the ball data (m=1.5, H=120º and 240º) and Figure 6 and 7 shows the rough and refined clusters of the room scanned data (H= 0º, 120º, and 240º, m=2, FD Avg. =1.5cm, FDN threshold =5, S r =3%), which are extracted from the office scan data using color based rough clustering and subsequent refinement by spatial proximity investigation using FDNs, respectively. The wall data is not shown in Figure  7 to enhance the visual clarity. 
B. Discussion
The proposed methodology extracts unique data clusters based on a robust HSV color model. Initial rough clusters, extracted with a large permissible variation in hue component (20-25º) , and followed by a concise cluster refinement using restricted FDN threshold , parameters is an effective cluster extraction approach. A multiple factor (m) of 1.5-2 extracts large homogeneous clusters. Further, unique data clusters can be extracted even from curvature continuous regions (quadrants, Figure 6 ) and from geometrically consistent data set (color sheets from walls, Figure 7) . It is also observed that outliers or spurious data points are often extracted at regions with low color saturations and are difficult to identify. However, such color inconsistencies can be handled effectively (Figure 7 ) in the refinement stage using robust region growth approach with FDNs. The extracted data set represents objects which may be further segmented based on geometrical properties if required for reverse engineering. However, here the main objective was to extract rapid clusters for quick visualization and scene understanding and the proposed approach can be effectively used for such applications. In future, the robustness of the proposed methodology will be improved by combining the color parameters with other adaptive, geometry-based constraints.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
A rapid two-stage, color-based clustering algorithm is presented that can accurately extract contiguous object surfaces directly from a colorized 3D point cloud data for fast virtual reality applications. A robust HSV color model is initially used to perform a rough segmentation based on the hue component of the data points. A point data saturation criterion is used to control the data clustering at this stage. A non-recursive fixed distance neighbors strategy then removes the outliers and refines the extracted clusters using a region growth approach. This methodology has been successfully demonstrated on a building interior environment involving multiple objects. The pure point-based approach can extract individual clusters for different objects in the scanned scene, even from geometrically consistent regions. Further, the region growth approach can control the segmentation level and can extract unified clusters for objects or their individual surfaces. The proposed segmentation algorithm presents a fast data segmentation strategy, but lacks the robustness in handling points with very low color saturation. Thus, the future work will focus on improving the robustness of this approach by exploring other perceptive color models and geometric features. The authors are also trying to incorporate shape hierarchy into the clustering approach for extracting an adaptive data clusters based on their spatial complexity.
